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Abstract: The objective of this study is to investigate thoroughly the impacts of managerial share ownership
and number of banking relationship on the firm value specifically in the context of emerging markets. This study
mainly focused on the mediating role of the diffused banking relationship in managerial ownership and
performance of the firm. In order to test for the relationship, a panel data sample of one 150 non-financial firms
has randomly selected from the Karachi stock exchange KSE- All index. Correlations and 2SLS regression model
have been used resultantly for the analysis of data. The analysis suggested that the firm value has a significant
relationship with the diffuse number of banks in relationship. Moreover, the analysis also envisaged the
substitute effect of the managerial share ownership with the number of banks in relation. The firm with higher
concentrated managerial ownership has a positive relation with the number of banks in relation; but the highly
diffused banking relation has a negative impact on the firm value in case if managers have not provided proper
incentives. This study has been based on the panel data of 150 non-financial firms, so same study can be
conducted for the financial firms. Similarly, in order to investigate cross-sectional variation, more emerging
countries panel data can be analyzed subsequently. Sectorial analysis can be conducted, while including
dummy variable to incorporate sectorial variation across the different sectors. This study has implications for
firm managers and owners as well as regulators. If the firm compensation plan is not employee’s motivational
then multiple banking relationships can solve the agency problem through monitoring. Similarly, regulators can
make rules to minimize and mitigate the conflict of interests between managers and firm owners through the
mediating role of the banking industry. This is the first study up to the date which has studied this
interrelationship of the managerial ownership and firm value, while addressed the endogenous role of the
diffused bank system.
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INTRODUCTION Pakistan is emerging economy, where firms having

One  paramount   characteristic   of  emerging conflict between principal and agent that is directly
markets  is under developed capital markets. affecting the firm value. Managers take such decisions,

Where firms mainly rely on the bank’s debt and it is which are not aligned with the shareholder’s interest and
consider as the only available source of external funds. prioritize their interests due to weak governance structure
Therefore, bank monitoring plays a vital role in the [5-6]. The bank-firm relation becomes one of the
emerging markets. A good numbers of studies significant areas of research in Pakistan, after the
documented the impacts of bank debts and bank publication of corporate governance code 2002 for
monitoring on the firm performance in the developed publicly listed companies’ by security exchange
economies [1-4]. However, the correlation of bank commission of Pakistan (SECP). Now the firms have
monitoring and its impact on the firm in emerging developed internal governance mechanism based on
economies  has  not  been  investigated   and  studied management stock option, management compensation
well. and  employment  of high-level debts or multiple banking

weak governance structure frequently lead to agency
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relationships, which will minimize the principle-agent proprietary information gives a competitive edge in the
conflict. Keeping the importance of managerial ownership evaluations of loan contracts and projects. Thus,
and bank debt; it is thoroughly important to investigate relationship banking has significant importance for the
the mediating role of multiple banking relationships firm in terms of borrowings at lower rate, than the market
between managerial share ownership and firm value in rate [7] reduction in the needs for the guarantees or
case of Pakistan. This paper also investigates value collateral [14] and relaxes the conditions in terms of the
generating role of bank debts versus its substitute effect loan contracts [9]. However, the transaction oriented
with management ownership. If bank-monitoring acts as conception defined as multiple transactions of lender with
a substitute for management monitoring, than free rider many customers or with single borrower single dealing. [9]
problems may exist as emerging market firms have Further argued that transaction based lending concentrate
diffused lenders in relation. on the transaction that is going to be done with the firm

This paper is organized in different section: Section rather than interaction aim with information collection.
1 provides an introduction of the study; section 2 focuses
on the past literature based on which specific Pros and Corns of Single Vs. Multiple Banking
methodology has been developed; section 3, which Relationships: The  number  of  banking  relationship
includes sample size, model specification and definition of plays  a  vital  role  in  the efficient performance of firm.
different variables used in the study; section 4 consists of The selection of single vs. multiple lenders has significant
empirical analysis such as correlation, 2SLS regression impact on the firm related value. In current scenario, where
and descriptive statistics, while section 5 provides there are economic crisis all over the world and liquidity
conclusion of the study highlighting the future scope of is the first priority of every firm. In such situation, single
the research. banking relationship can be riskier and may adversely

Frame Work and Literature Review: This section relationships provide liquidity, but there is an additional
provides an overview of literature review done on multiple cost associated with. Moreover, it is typically preferable
banking relationship and different hypotheses have been and suitable for large firms to have multiple banking
developed based on cite literature review that shall be relationships as compared to small firm in order to be
tested in the empirical analysis of the study. shielded from the liquidity problems; as large firms have

The Concept of Relationship Banking: The concept of additional cost .
relationship baking has been named as “close bank [11] suggested that banking relationship has reduced
relationship” in the studies of [7-9] defined the the problem of asymmetric information by providing a
relationship banking as the financial services provided by wide variety of services to the firm and thus reduced
financial institutions such as collection of customer- borrowing cost due to the availability of information
specific information, which is proprietary nature and about the firm performance [7, 15] empirically evidenced
evaluation of the firm performance on the gathered that even in economic crisis; the firm with a single lender
information by the institutions through multiple would enjoy ease in the availability of funds as well as
transactions over the period or  across  the  services. reduction in cost that consequently enhanced firm value.
Thus, relationship banking is a process of generating [16] argued that multiple banking relationship serve the
valuable information, which has reduced the information same purpose, but the cost of relationship is greater i.e.
asymmetry and given a competitive edge to the firm over higher cost of monitoring as well as financing, which
other institutions, which cannot access information [10] affect the firm value and probability of free rider problem
or monitoring the firm operating projects that would make will be increase due to more diffused banking relationship.
the firm’s manager more focused [11, 12]. Therefore, [17, 18] suggested that information-sensitive firms
banking relationship is vital both for the banks as well as would borrow from multiple banks and intend to provide
the firms. [13, 14] Fama and Berger hypothesized that more information to general public. However, information-
financial institutions act like insider investors as they sensitive firms would prefer to keep single banking
have such information, which is relatively anonymous for relationship and try to decrease discloser of firm related
external shareholders and thus based their decisions on propriety information.  In  contrast  to  these  findings,
firm financial reports. Moreover, firm related specific [19]  suggested  that  small-sized   and high-quality  firms

affect the firm performance. However, multiple baking

hugely invested projects that would easily cover this
1
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[31] explain, "One cannot simply assert that diffuse ownership fails to yield maximum profit or maximum value of the firm. A2

decision by shareholders to alter the ownership structure of their firm from concentrated to diffuse should be a decision made in
awareness of its consequences for loosening control over professional management. The higher cost and reduced profit that would
be associated with this loosening in ownership control should be offset by lower capital acquisition cost or other profit-enhancing
aspects of diffuse ownership if shareholders choose to broaden ownership." (P.p 25) 
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preferred to have single banking relationship over multiple shareholders. Conflict of interest arises, when the
in order to reduce discloser of competitive information to managers take such decisions that could serve their
the competitors’ firm. He also suggested that information- vested interest rather than the interest of shareholders.
sensitive firm would borrow from single lender while less [25] established a formal relationship between managerial
information-sensitive firms would prefer to keep multiple ownership and firm value. They categorized shareholders
lenders. into insider shareholders and outsider shareholders.

[20] empirically tested that large-sized and foreign- Insider shareholders are managers and manage the firm
owned banks provide lower level of loan to the small operations; while the outsider shareholders do not
information opaque firm as compared to the large firm. participate in the firm day-to-day operations. Therefore,
They also suggested that during financial crisis; small insider shareholders have incentive to take such
firms are less affected as compared to the large firms, with investment and financing decisions that could better
this ample reason that small firms will switch to multiple serves their interest and thus generate value for the firm.
banking relation. [26] recommended managerial ownership that will

[21] preferred multiple banking relationships to single make them disciplined to take such decision that could
baking relationship, because if the firm single bank maximize the firm value. However, if the managers own
refused to finance even profitable project due to significant portion of firm total capital that will provide an
temporary liquidity problems. The firm either will close the opportunity to the managers to entrench themselves from
premature project or will lose that opportunity due to the the control of other forces such as product market [27]
non-availability of funds. If the firm applies to other banks and market control [28,29]. Due to high control on the firm
for loan, then approval of loan will incur additional cost of operations, managers will take non-value added decision
information cum collection period will help bank to such as increases in their salaries and non-productive
evaluate firm project. investments or acquisitions that will adversely affect the

[22] provided theoretical model that suggested firm value. Therefore, the higher level of managerial
seasonal and high default risky firms would intend to ownership will reduce the firm value. [30] suggested that
have single baking relationship; while non-seasonal
business with certain cash flows and low default risk "Theoretical arguments alone cannot unambiguously
would preferably keep multiple banking relationships. [23] predict the relationship between management
is of the view that firm borrows from bank for the reason ownership and market valuation of the firm assets.
to convey a positive signal to the market, that the firm can While the convergence-of-interest hypothesis
easily manage repayment of debts. They have more suggests a uniformly positive relationship; the
opportunities, where the firm wants to invest. He also entrenchment hypothesis suggests that market
suggested that the greater number of banks in valuation can be adversely affected for some range of
relationship shall give positive signals regarding the firm high ownership stakes."
performance, which would increase the investor’s
confidence and thus will lead to increase in the firm value. [31] argued that ownership structure decision of the
The same view is also supported by [8] they suggested firm is based on the cost and benefit analysis of each type
that firm with multiple banking relationships would be of ownership. He is of the opinion, that how much
preferable as compared to single bank. If the firm ownership should be in the hand of insider and outsider
connected only lender reduces the loan contracts; then should be purely base on the cost and benefit of each
this action would give negative signals to the market and type of ownership . [32] provided empirical evidence that
would affect the firm value. firm specific-risk is positively associated with the

The Impact of Managerial Ownership and Firm Value: is ownership concentration in the firm equity, the higher
[24] presented a well-established concept of principal- will be the firm specific-risk. [31] further investigated same
agent problem. They are of the view that there exists an opinion empirically that there is a positive association
inherent conflict of interest between managers and between the firm specific risk and insider trading.

2

ownership structure. They further suggested that greater
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[13] suggested a non-linear relationship between Methodology: Methodology section is composed of the
managerial ownership and firm value. He explained the sample framework of the study, sources of data and
cause of non-linear relation, alignment effect bring different models with definition of variables.
positive changes in firm value as the managerial
ownership initially increases. After a certain level, as Sample Framework and Data Sources: Sample of the
managerial ownership further increases in the firm, research is randomly selected from the listed firms on
retrenchment effect reduces the firm value. [29] verified Karachi stock exchange KSE All-index composed of 150
the existence of negative relationship between managerial non-financial firms having 1350 Observations for period
ownership and firm value due to entrenchment effect of of 2003 to 2011 . Firms with abnormal data such as
extremely  high  level  of  managerial  ownership. This negative profits, equity etc. have been removed and thus
non-linear relationship is also supported in the later effective sample of 1238 observations is consider for
studies of [30, 33-36]. analysis. The sample includes different sectors such as

TwoGovernance Mechanism of Control: Multiple Baking chemicals transportation, telecommunication, gas and
Relationships (External Mechanism) Vs. Managerial pharmaceutical. This study is mainly based on secondary
Ownership (Internal Mechanism): [37] theorem of data of company annual reports, balance sheet analysis of
irrelevance suggested that there is symmetry of KSE and balance sheet analysis of state bank of Pakistan.
information between the borrowing firms and their
lenders. Therefore, firm can perfectly substitute internal Models: In order to establish the joint relationship
sources of finance with external finance. However, in the between multiple banking relationships; managerial
real world imperfect capital markets exist due to which, the ownership and firm connected value three simultaneous
external investors charge premium on their investment as equations have been used, which are adopted from the
a result of this external finance becomes expensive. study of Hai-Chin Yu (2008) [43].
Therefore, the firm will prefer internal to external finance.
Moreover, there exists a hierarchy of financing decision
for the firm; at first, the firm tries to utilize retained (1)
earnings. If retain earning are not available then external
finance (debts vs. equity). If debts financing is not (2)
feasible then firm should issues equity shares [38, 39].

[40] suggested that banking relationship could
minimize the agency cost associated with devastating (3)
effect of higher level of managerial ownership. [41]
empirically evidenced that, when banking ownership
decreases in the firm then it will lead to increases in the Variables Definition
managerial ownership. Therefore, the above studies Firm Value or Tobin’s Q: Tobin’s Q is used as proxy for
suggest that there is a substitute effect of banking firm value in this study and it has been calculated by sum
relationship with the managerial ownership. of market value of equity plus book value of debts divided

[42] suggested that there is significant by sum of book value of debts and equity. [19] argued
interrelationship between the managerial ownership, that the availability of growth opportunities is positively
number of banking relationships and firm value. He is of associated with the single banking relationship that would
the opinion that numbers of banking relationships act as prevent the proprietary information to the competitors.
external monitoring forces; while the managerial However, [3] provided an evidence for the positive
ownership represents internal mechanism of control and relationship between multiple banking relationships and
both of these can be substituted for each other. He further firm performance due to closed monitoring by many
explained that this substitute effect is significant in case lenders definitely leads to improvement in performance.
of large firms only; but it is insignificant in case of small [30] used Tobin’s Q as a proxy for the firm value to
sized firm. investigate the relationship between the ownership

3

cement, foods, textile and spinning, engineering,
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structure and firm value; and they suggested a non-linear proxy for the probability of default because if the firm
relationship between the two variables. [33] also have more fixed assets that will be used as mortgage for
considered Tobin’s Q as a proxy for the firm value and the loan; and also firm will be more visible to the lenders
suggested that at lower level of managerial ownership that would reduced the information asymmetry and thus
there is a positive relationship between managerial firm will be able to access loan easily. Therefore, there is
ownership and firm value; while at higher level, managerial a positive relationship between the firm size, collateral and
ownership is negatively related with firm value. Tobin’s Q debts employed by the firm. However, [50] suggested a
has been used as a proxy for firm  value   in    the   studies negative relationship of leverage with firm size. [51]
of [35, 44]. suggested that the greater is the firm size, higher would be

Logarithm of the Number of  Banking  Relationships: [47, 52].
Log of number of banks from which the firm takes loan
has used as a proxy for the multiple banking relationships. Leverage: A debt to debts plus equity has used as a
[45] argued that information sensitive firms would keep a proxy for the firm leverage, which represent the m risk of
single bank in relationship due to the probability of default [53, 54] suggested a negative relationship between
leakage especially project specific information [19, 46, 22] the firm value and leverage due to inflation as debts were
presented theoretical model forecasting that non-seasonal issued at a time, when there was low inflation as compared
and low default risk business keep multiple banking to now. [55] suggested that firm profitability is positively
relationships and vice versa. [21] suggested that the associated with leverage as debts levels increase in the
greater is the availability of profitable projects with the firm, this will discipline the firm manger which will enhance
firm, the higher will be the number of banks in the firm value [56-58].
relationships. Therefore, there is a positive relationship
between the firm profitability and number of banking Coverage Ratio: Operating profit divide by interest
relationships. [47] investigated that number of banking expense has used as a measure of coverage ratio. It shows
relationship and firm performance. They are of the view the firm capability of paying interest expense out of its
that there is a negative relationship between the number operating profit. [15] suggested that as the number of
of banking relationships and firm profitability i.e., the banking relationship increases the firm rate of borrowing
higher is the firm profitability, the lower will be the number declines. Thus, coverage ratio tends to improve as the
of banking relation. number of banking relationship increases. However, [55]

Managerial Share Ownership: Managerial share of leverage and coverage ratio.
ownership has been defined as number of shares owned
by executive directors, their spouse and children divided Earnings Volatility: Earnings volatility has been
by the total outstanding shares.[30] suggested that there measured by eight years standard deviation of operating
is a non-liner relationship between the managerial profit. Earning volatility has used as a proxy for business
ownership and firm value. At low level of managerial risk of the firm. [50] suggested that there is a negative
ownership, there is a positive relationship between relationship between the firm earning volatility and
managerial share ownership and firm value due to number of baking relationships; because if business risk
convergence of interest hypothesis; and at higher level of is higher, then the firm will borrow little to keep financial
managerial share ownership there in negative relationship risk at low. Therefore, higher is the earning; volatility
with firm value due to entrenchment effect.[29,33,48] lower would be the number of banking relation [57, 59].

Firm Size: Firm size has measured through proxy of Capital Expenditure Ratio: Capital expenditure ratio has
logarithm of total assets. [32] verified empirically negative calculated as percentage change in the fixed assets during
relationship between the firm size and managerial the year. [3] suggested a positive relationship between
ownership; as the firm size increases the percentage of the firm capital expenditure and multiple banking
managerial ownership decreases. [49] used firm size as relationships.  They  are  of  the  view  that  in  early life of

firm performance due to efficiency  in  the  performance

evidenced a negative relationship between the firm level
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firms, do maintain single banking relationship as they Descriptive Statistics: Panel A of Table 4.1 shows the
grow with passage of time and need funds for capital descriptive statistics (number of observation, minimum,
expenditure. So that they started multiple banking maximum and standard deviations) of endogenous
relationship as a single banking relationship cannot variable such as number of banking relations (NOB),
finance all growth opportunities that usually require a Managerial  share  ownership  (MSO)  and  Tobin’s Q.
huge amount of investment. Consortium of different The mean value of NOB is 3, which is higher than the UK
banks finances opportunities that lead to multiple banking and US firms that is they have mean of 1 to 2 . The high
relations. They are also of this view, that value of firm mean value of NOB is due to the reason that Pakistan is
mainly depends on the firm growth opportunities, which an emerging market, where bank loan is an important
directly affect the capital expenditure and these source of fund as bonds and other financial markets are
expenditures are finance through the multiple channels of not that much developed to access for the loan.
funds. However, it is lower than the mean value of Taiwan firm4

Collateral: Collateral is one of the most important factor mean of 13.7%, which is higher than the developed
that determine the availability of funds and multiple markets researches such as [66] has reported 6.4% and the
banking relationships. The variable equal to 1 if the bank 9.79% in the study of [53]. Tobin’s Q has mean value of
funds are financed with collateral; and 0 if no collateral is 4.25 and has calculated by total assets minus the book
used to secure the loan. [59] are of the view that the value of equity plus the market value of equity divided by
higher is the secured debts in the firm financing mix; lower the book value of total assets. It is consistent with the
will be moral hazard problems, which will make the firm emerging firm research studies such as [43] reported its
capable to borrow from multiple banks without any value is 3.89.
problem. [8] suggested that the higher is the risk of the Panel B shows the descriptive statics of the
firm projects for which, they have applied for the loan; the exogenous variables. Blockholders has a mean of 65.3%,
greater would be collateral requirements by firm. which represents high concentrated ownership. CAPEX
Therefore, the collateral requirements directly linked with is capital expenditure ratio; has mean value of 13.7%,
the riskiness of the cash flows from the project. [7] BLTA is bank debts to total assets and has mean value of
suggested that collateral is one of the most important 0.148, on average the firm Coverage ratio has 11.117,
component of loan rate [61-62]. which is higher and good signed of the firm paying ability

Dividends Payouts Ratio: Ratio of dividends divided by which means that almost 60% of the bank loans are
operating income plus one has used as proxy for collateralized, firm size has mean value of 3.20, Profitability
dividend. [25] suggested a causal relationship between ratio is about14.3% while leverage has mean value of 0.58
the managerial ownership and dividend payouts ratio. while Volatility ratio has mean value of 1.033 and firm
They suggested that if firm provide dividend to growth ration has mean value of about 20.03%.
shareholders out of available free cash flows; would Table 4.1 shows the number of observation, mean,
reduce the miss-utilization of free cash flows [53]. minimum and maximum and standard deviation of each

Blockholding: Blockholders are large group of investors relationship maintained by the firm. MSO represent the
in firm that can have a significant role in the monitoring of managerial share ownership out of total share ownership.
the firm performance [32, 63]. [64] suggested that a large Tobins Q used as a proxy for the firm value. BLOCK
group of shareholders’ have incentives to monitor represents the five major shareholders of the firm. CAPEX
ineffective way, rather than a wide dispersed group of represent capital expenditure and is calculated by the
shareholders [65]. percentage change in the fixed assets of the firm. BLTA

Empirical Analysis: This section is composed of different stands for the firm interest coverage ratio that has
types of statistical analysis such as descriptive statistics calculated by operating income divided by interest
and 2SLS regression. expense.  COLT  stands for collateral and its value is 1 if

5

6

that is 5.588 as reported in the study of [43]. MSO has

of interest burden. Collateral has a mean value of 0.59,

variable. NOB stands for the number of banking

represent the portion of bank loan to total assets. COVRG
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Table 4.1: Descriptive Statistics
N Min Max  Mean  Std. Deviation

Panel A Endogenous 
NOB 1238  1.000  6.000 3.000  0.50
MSO 1238 0.000 0.753 0.137 0.180
Tobin’s Q 1238 0.000 48.986 4.257 6.852
Panel B
Exogenous
BLOCK 1238 0.180 0.996 0.653 0.195
CAPEX 1238 1.000 1.980 0.137 0.303
BLTA 1238 0.000 3.598 0.148 0.4008
COVRG 1238 4.710 104.200 11.117 16.353
COALT 1238 0.000 1.000 0.590 0.492
F.SIZE 1238 1.810 9.780 3.720 1.035
PROF 1238 0.160 2.130 0.142 0.211
LEVRG 1238 0.080 1.000 0.582 0.185
VOLT 1235 0.000 6.360 1.033 1.189
D.PAYOUT 1238 0.670 1.970 1.148 0.194
F.GROWTG 1232 -1.000 14.150 0.203 0.742

Table 4.2: Pearson Correlation Matrix
MSO F.SIZE PROF LEV COV VOLT GRWTH CAPX LOGB

MSO 1
F.SIZE -.153 1**

PROF -.156 -0.02 1**

LEV 0.005 -0.096 -.106 1*

COV -.107 -.139 0.036 -0.007 1* **

VOLT 0.015 -.135 -0.02 .213 -0.017 1** **

GRWTH 0.046 .265 -0.044 -0.028 -0.01 -0.02 1**

CAPX 0.028 0.031 -0.031 -0.028 0.039 -0.081 .368 1**

LOGB 0.059 .151 -.112 0.063 0.058 -0.096 0.011 -0.028 1** *

the firm loan is collateralized and is zero if no collateral is calculated by operating income divided by interest
keep with the bank. F.Size represents the firm size and has expense. COLT stands for collateral and its value is 1 if
calculated by log of total assets. LEVRG stands for the firm loan is collateralized and is zero if no collateral is
leverage that has calculated by total debts to equity ratio. keep with the bank. F.Size represents the firm size and has
VOLT represents volatility in earning and it has calculated calculated by log of total assets. LEVRG stands for
by taking standard deviation of seven years operating leverage that has calculated by total debts to equity ratio.
income. D.Payout is dividend payout ratio for the firm and VOLT represents volatility in earning and it has calculated
F.GROWTH represents the firm growth that has by taking standard deviation of seven years operating
calculated by the sum of market value of equity to total income. D.Payout is dividend payout ratio for the firm and
assets minus net worth divided by total assets. F.GROWTH represents the firm growth that has

Table 4.3 shows the results of Pearson Correlation calculated by the sum of market value of equity to total
Matrix in which different variables are such as log of assets minus net worth divided by total assets.
number of banking (LOGNOB) relationships maintained LOGNOB*MSO is used as interacting variable to check
by the bank in first model and Managerial share for the inter relationship between the LOGNOB and MSO.
ownership (MSO) in the second model and Tobins Q as Standard errors are reported in parentheses below and
a value of the firm in the third equation. Whereas other ***, **, * represent significance at 0.01, 0.05 and 0.1
independent variables used in these models are BLOCK levels, respectively.
represents the five major shareholders of the firm. CAPEX Table 4.2 shows the results of 2SLS regression
represent capital expenditure and is calculated by the including three different models with dependent variables
percentage change in the fixed assets of the firm. BLTA such as log of number of banking(LOGNOB) relationships
represents the portion of bank loan to total assets. maintained by the bank in first model and Managerial
COVRG stands for the firm interest coverage ratio that has share  ownership (MSO) in the second model and Tobins
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Table 4.3: Two Stage Least Squares Simultaneous Equation Results 
COEFFICIENT LOGNOB MSO TobinQ
MSO 1.977*** 5.795***

(0.541) (1.32)
MSO -2.58** -1.235**2

(0.935) (0.217)
TOBINs Q -0.002*** 0.413***

(0.00012) (0.078)
LOGNOB 0.00190*** 1.114***

(0.0007) (0.102)
BLTA -0.013**

(0.0014)
LOGNB*MSO -2.76***

(0.760)
F.Size 0.081** -0.072**

(0.015) (0.015)
LEVRG .202** - 0.022***

(0.080) (0.0052)
COVRG 0.00064*

(0.00012)
COLT 0.215*** -20.85**

(0.094) (7.055)
VOLT -0.0093

(0.0083)
BLOCK -0.257***

(0.059)
D.PAYOUT 0.150**

(0.058)
F.GROWTH 5.91*

(2.28)
CAPEX 3.168***

(1.13)
PROF -0.175** 0.189** 1.362**

(0.078) (0.059) (0.30)
CONSTANT -0.111** 0.620*** 0.851***

(0.029) (0.102) (0.24)
Observations 1238 1238 1238
F test 112.47 74.52 60.56
P value 0.000 0.000 0.000

Q as a value of the firm in the third equation. Whereas
other independent variables used in these models are
BLOCK represents the five major shareholders of the firm.
CAPEX represent capital expenditure and is calculated by
the percentage change in the fixed assets of the firm.
BLTA represents the portion of bank loan to total assets.
COVRG stands for the firm interest coverage ratio that has
calculated by operating income divided by interest
expense. COLT stands for collateral and its value is 1 if
the firm loan is collateralized and is zero if no collateral is
keep with the bank. F.Size represents the firm size and has
calculated by log of total assets. LEVRG stands for
leverage that has calculated by total debts to equity ratio.
VOLT represents volatility in earning and it has calculated
by taking standard deviation of  seven  years  operating

income. D.Payout is dividend payout ratio for the firm and
F.GROWTH represents the firm growth that has
calculated by the sum of market value of equity to total
assets minus net worth divided by total assets.
LOGNOB*MSO is used as interacting variable to check
for the inter relationship between the LOGNOB and MSO.
Standard errors are reported in parentheses below and
***, **, * represent significance at 0.01, 0.05 and 0.1
levels, respectively.

Analysis and Discussion on the 2SLS Model Results:
Table 4.2 shows the empirical results of three
simultaneous regression models. The model results
suggested that the number of banking relationship has
significance relation with both MSO and MSO  at 1%2

significant level. However, the coefficient of MSO is
positive while that of MSO  is negative suggested a2

concave relationship between the number of banking
relationship and the managerial share ownership.
Moreover, the above results suggested that at lower level
of managerial ownership would leads to increases in the
banking relationship, while at the higher level of
managerial ownership will leads to significant reduction in
the number of banking relationship. Therefore, there is a
substitute effects between the NOB and MSO and thus
any of these can be used as monitoring tools in order to
discipline the managers to act in the best interest of the
shareholders. The number of banking relationship has
significant relation with firm value at 1% level of
significant. The coefficient of Tobin’s Q is negative,
which suggests that negative impact of  number of
baking relationship on the firm value; as the number of
banks in relation increases the firm value will decreases.
This inverse impact is due to the reason that keeping
multiple banks relation is more costly than single bank
and is consistent with different  studies  such  as  [15].
Firm size has significant  relationship  with  that of
number of banking relationship at 1% significance level.
The positive sign of the coefficient suggested that
increases in firm size will lead to increases in the number
of banks in relation. The probable reason of this
significant result is that it is difficult for a single bank to
fulfill the needs of large firm and finance their all projects;
so that’s why increase in the firm size will lead to increase
in number of banking relationship. These finding are
consistent with the studies of [27,50]. LEVRG, COLT and
COVRG significantly related with number of banking
relationship at 1% level of significance. The coefficients
of these variables are positive and suggested that firm
with a higher leveraged firm would have a high coverage
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ratio; and thus more collateral to finance their projects significance  relation  with  Tobin’s  Q  at significance
from the multiple banks. In other words, the higher level of 1% and 5% respectively. The positive coefficient
leveraged needs of the firm, the availability of collateral of MSO suggested that lower level of managerial
and the higher positive coverage ratio will motivate the ownership has positive impact on the firm value.
managers to keep multiple banks in relation. Moreover, However, the negative coefficient  of  MSO2  suggested
profitability ratio has a negative significant relationship negative impact  of   high   concentrated  managerial
with number of banking relationship. The firm with higher ownership. So, therefore, increases in the MSO has a
profit will keep less number of banks in relation and they positive impact on firm value up to certain limit, but if the
will prefer to use retained earnings to finance their project. MSO further increases then its negative effect on the firm
This result is supportive to pecking order hypothesis of value initiated. These results are consistent with the
capital structure. studies of [25, 13, 29, 30, 67]. There is a positive

The MSO regression model shows the relationship of relationship between the Tobin’s Q and number of
MSO with Tobin’s Q, LOGNOB and other exogenous banking relation and the results are statistically
variables. Managerial share ownership has a significant significant.  However, the result of interacting variable i.e.,
relation with LOGNOB and Tobin’s Q at 1% significance LOGNB*MO has a negative relationship with the Tobin’s
level. The coefficients of both variables are positive and Q. This negative sign of the coefficient suggested that
thus suggested that at lower level of managerial negative impact of the number of banking relationships
ownership the firms will prefer to keep multiple banks in has coupled with free rider problem; and has more impact
relation to discipline the firm performance by monitoring on performance, when MSO has negatively sloped with
through multiple banking relationships. Moreover, the the Tobin’s Q. These results suggested that more banks
positive coefficient of Tobin’s Q suggested that the in relation do not always lead to better monitoring the firm
manager would prefer to be the owner in that firm, which performance. Therefore, the multiple banks in relation
is having more firm value. Firm size and leverage are create value these banks perform monitoring function
negatively related with  the  MSO  and  the  coefficients efficiently. If these banks fail to monitor then free rider
are  statistically  significant at 1% level of significance. problem will be created. If proper incentives have given to
The negative coefficient of firm size suggested that the the firm manager then managerial ownership would have
larger is the firm; the lower would be the managerial a positive impact on the firm value. Moreover increase in
ownership concentration in the firm. Moreover, the number of in effective banks in relation leads to negative
negative coefficients of the leverage supported the impact on the firm value  due  to  the  free  rider  problem.
substitution effects of the MSO with Leverage. The firm If the managerial ownership has a negative impact on the
can used either of these to monitor the firm performance firm value than increase in the number multiple banking
in the best interest of the shareholder. This result is relationships would have a positive impact on the firm
consistent with [55]. There is a negative significant value. There has negative relationship between the
relationship between the  managerial  share  ownership collateral and firm value due to the reason that if the firm
and blockholders at 1% level of significance. Therefore, assets kept as a collateral than the firm will not be able to
the  higher  the blockholders in the firm the lower would use it in operations to create value, so that is why the
be the managerial ownership concentration in the firm. collateral is negative associated with firm value. However,
The coefficient of the dividend payout and profitability is firm growth, profitability and capital expenditure have
positive with LOGNOB and the results are significant. positive and significant relationship with the firm value.
These results suggested that the higher profit and The higher is the capital expenditure, the greater will be
dividend payout ratio will tends to have more the  firm  growth and profits and thus will lead to the
concentrated managerial share ownership in the firm. higher  firm  value.  Moreover,  the  BLTA has a
However, volatility in earnings has negative relation with significant negative relation with the firm value. The
the MSO. negative sign of the coefficient suggested that bank debts

The third regression model shows the Tobin’s Q have negative impact on the firm value. This result is
relationship with MSO, MSO2 LOGNOB interacting contrary to the study of [56] who suggested positive
variables of LOGNB*MSO and other exogenous variables. relationship of banks debts to the firm value. It has
The MSO and MSO  have positive and negative concluded that it is the number of banking relationship2

7
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that provides and active external monitoring; and thus has 4. Carletti, E., V. Cerasi and S. Daltung, 2007. Multiple
a positive impact on the firm value rather than the bank
debts.

CONCLUSION

This research investigated the impacts of multiple
banking relationships on managerial ownership and firm
value in the context of emerging markets by using three
stages least ‘squares simultaneous model’. This topic is
of particular interest for the reason that there exist a
diffused banking relationship and concentrated
managerial ownership in emerging markets. This paper not
only investigates the impact of managerial share
ownership and monitoring of banks on the firm
performance. But also examined the special circumstances
under which the banking relationship can have negative
impact on the firm value. The empirical results suggested
that there exist a concave relation between managerial
ownership and Tobin’s Q. at the lower level of managerial
ownership; and there has a positive impact on the firm
value, but after a specific level of management. If
management ownership is further increase then it will lead
to increase in the firm value. The paper also investigated
the importance of the number of banks in relation to the
bank debts in capital structure for the external monitoring
purpose and preferred banking relationship over the bank
debts for the value creation purpose after controlling for
the banking relation. The free rider problem exists if in
active bank debts has been used or such inactive number
of banks in relation increase with the firm as well as the
management ownership also simultaneously increases will
lead to negative impact on the firm value. Therefore, if the
proper incentives have been given to the managers then
increase in the number of banks in relation will adversely
affect the firm value.
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